Spokeshaves / Cabinet Scrapers / Blades

Woodworking

FLAT & ROUND BASE SPOKESHAVES
Faithfull spokeshaves have virtually unbreakable malleable
iron bodies, with the cutting blade held securely in place
by a lever cap and two retaining screws. The cutter is fully
adjustable and can be finely set for delicate work.

Spokeshave Flat

Spokeshaves
Concave & Convex

The flat face spokeshave
is primarily used for
chamfering and cutting
convex shapes in wood.

TWIN

PACK

A set of two spokeshaves made with malleable iron bodies.
The concave spokeshave is ideal for shaping spindles, oars,
chair and table legs. The convex spokeshave
is used for recessed work.

Overall size:
240mm (91⁄2 in)
Blade width:
52mm (21⁄16in)

Overall size:
250mm (10in)
Blade width:
55mm (21⁄8 in)

FAISSFLAT
£14.72 Ex VAT
£17.66 Inc VAT

Spokeshave
Round

The round face spokeshave is
used for cutting concave shapes.

Total size:
250mm (10in)
Blade width:
55mm (21⁄8 in)

FAISSROUND
£14.72 Ex VAT
£17.66 Inc VAT

FAISSTWIN
£26.71 Ex VAT
£32.05 Inc VAT

Spokeshave Replacement Blades
Blade width: 55mm

Concave blade
Blade width: 52mm

Convex blade
Blade width: 52mm

Cabinet Scraper

Made from C60 spring steel. This scraper
produces a fine finish on solid wood
and veneers. Very useful for smoothing
FAISSRB
knots, burrs, crossed grain and removing
£4.61 Ex VAT
£5.53 Inc VAT
old surface finishes. The cabinet scraper
removes fine shavings from wood to give
a very smooth finish. Unlike an abrasive it does not produce
dust which can clog the grain. The cut is controlled by
finger pressure to bow out the blade, varying the curve and
localising the cut. Can be easily re-sharpened with a file.

Size: 150 x 60mm

FAISSCCAVERB
£5.78 Ex VAT £6.94 Inc VAT

Cabinet Scraper (No.80)
A versatile tool that can be used to produce a precise
even finish. Ideal when used to smooth grain
on large areas. A fine grey iron casting
with a machined base.

Blade width:
70mm (2 3⁄4in)
FAIWSCS150
£4.14 Ex VAT £4.97 Inc VAT

FAISSCNVEXRB
£5.78 Ex VAT £6.94 Inc VAT

FAISCRAPER80
£24.14 Ex VAT
£28.97 Inc VAT

No.80 Spare Blade
FAISCRAPERRB
£6.36 Ex VAT £7.63 Inc VAT
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